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CIBSE Annual Dinner
Standard Control Systems - Alive
and Well!
Following our report last month on the demise of SC
Controls Ltd. it has come to our notice that a number of
people apparently took it to suggest that another, totally
different company - Standard Control Systems Ltd - had
gone into liquidation.
This is obviously not the case. Standard Control Systems Ltd
is reportedly very much alive and trading successfully.
Bob Duczenko, NuAire's National Sales Manager (front left) signing the
agreement with John Ennis, Director, Redbro. Standing are Pat Byrne of
Redbro (left) and Mike Fussell, Technical Director, NuAire.
Pictured It the CIBSE Annual Dinner recently were John Cuthbert, CIBSE
Chalrmln; Brandln O'Mlrl, Society of Chartered Surveyors; and Peter
Hlnna, President, RIA!. See page 8.
BSNews
Michael is a native of Galway
but has spent many years in
Athlone in his previous
employment. Over the years
he has watched with growing
respect the expansion and
development of
Heatmerchants. He is glad of
the opportunity to invest in
the Group.
With Michael's appointment
I as MD, Jim Casey assumes
the role of non-Executive
I Chairman of the Group from
Eamonn Walsh. However. he
will act as Sales Director of
Heatmerchants on a day-to-
day basis with Eugene Carty
acting as Sales Director of
Tubs & Tiles.
With Michael's vast business
experience and expertise.
Heatmerchants intend to
embark on a new expansion
phase which will entail the
opening of new trade
branches and additional Tubs
& Tiles retail outlets.
o Full details will be
published in a future issue
I of BSNews.
Seasons Greetings
BSNews wish s all our
readers a very happy and
peaceful Christmas and a
prosperous 1994.
.rchants have
am Junced the impending
retirement in the New Year of
two of its founding directors
- Eamonn Walsh and Larry
O'Neill- and the injection of
new capital and the
appointment of a new
Managing Director.
Eamonn and LaITy wish to
retire because of poor health.
However, Eamonn and Larry
will not be lost to the industry
- or Heatmerchants -
entirely. They will both
continue to have an input into
Heatmerchants as they will
be retained in a consultancy
capacity by the new
l!ement.
• _ ..nird co-founder - Jim
Casey - and his fellow
directors have managed to
recruit a new shareholder in
the person of Michael Lucitt.
Michael - who is a long-
standing close personal friend
of Jim Casey's - was
formerly Managing Director
of Irish Cable & Wire. He
now joins Heatmerchants as
Group Managing Director.
I~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:.l
All Change But
No Change At
Heatmerchants!
1
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PAGE 18
TRACE HEATING
Don't Stay Out in the Cold!
Next month we re-introduce
this popular series. We
begin with Sean Carroll of
Glowtherm Ltd. Have you
any idea what Sean's
abiding passion away from
the business (other than his
wife 01 course!) is? Find out
next month.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
;neers (CIBSE);
,echanical Engineering & Building
Services Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association ,IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
Contents
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BSNews BETIER BUSINESS
BSNews Better Business is compiled on the basis of information published in
the bi-monthly Pearse Trust Newsletter which is produced by Pearse Trust
Services Lld to assist businesses keep abreast of all matters relating to
company law and ever-changing legislative requirements. This month we advise
on the importance of keeping books of account and the tax amnesty.
PAGE 3
PUMPS - THE HEART OF THE SYSTEM
The modern pump has to be extremely resilient, dealing with water
temperatures of up to 110 degrees centigrade, system pressure as great as 10
bar, and ambient temperatures of 30 - 40 degrees centigrade when they are
mounted in boilers. A Potterton Myson expert gives his views.
PAGE 5
TRADE NEWS
Contractor/Supplier Register; ASHRAE Meeting Set for January; National
Metrology Lab Gets lJnderway; Castle Fire Expansion; CIBSE Annual Dinner;
ICE Comes in from the Cold; BTU President's Prize
PAGE 10
DOMESTIC BOILERS
International expert Derek Gregory examines the new EC Boi'ler Efficiency
Directive -- adopted earleir this year and put through under the energy
conservation (SAVE) programme -- and puts it into context in relation to the EC
Construction Directive and Gas Appliances Directive (both already in force). The
Boiler Efficiency Directive is also in force and, while member States have to put
corresponding legislation in place now, manufacturers have until 1 January 1998
to comply.
PAGE 11
REDBRO AND NUAIRE JOIN FORCES IN IRELAND
November saw the joining together of two established names in the HVAC
industry -- Redbro and NuAire -- to create a major force in the Irish building
services market. The new agreement is profiled over a 4-page special.
NEXT MONTH
Another Side The Added Value of
Of Sean Carroll Energy Rating
For consultants, installer
contractors and suppliers of
heating equipment and controls,
the Energy Rating service offered
by "NICER" ( the Nationalllrish
Centre for Energy Rating) provides
a new opportunity to clearly show
the clients the benefits of what they
offer.
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BSNellVs Better Business
BSNews Bette, Business is compiled on the basis of
information published in the bi·monthly Pearse Trust
Newsle"er which is produced by Pearse Trust Services Lld
to assist businesses keep abreast of all matters relating to
company law and the ever-changing legislative
requirements in respect of same. Those wishing to
subscribe to the Pearse Trust Newsletter should contact
Pearse Trust Services Lld at Tel: 01 • 6791384. The annual
cost is £20 for the first copy sent to the same address and
£5 for each additional copy.
BOOKS OF
ACCOUNT MUST
BE MAINTAINED
guilty of an offence. However. the legislation does
admit of a defence by such a director if he had
reasonable grounds for believing. and did believe.
that a competent and reliable per 'on was charged
with the duty of ensuring compliance with such
requirements and was in a position to discharoe
eo
that function.
It should be noted that. in the case of a company
being wounu up. if the Court determines that non-
compliance with the aforementioned provisions has
(a) contributed to the company's inability to pay all
its debts: (b) has resulted in substantial uncertainty
as to the as. ets and liabilities: (c) or has
substantially impeded the orderly winding up. then
every officer found guilty may be liable to fines of
up to £ I0.000 or imprisonment - not exceeding
five years - or to both. In addition. if the Coul1
determines. in the case of a company that is being
wounuup. that anyone or more of the officers..,
fanner officers of the company are in default ilW'
relation to the foregoing provisions. they may be
held to be liable. for all or part of the debts and
liabilitie. of the company.
Thie books
ofaccount
must contain
a record of
the services
provided and
ofall
. .InvoIces
relating to
same
The Companies Act. 1990. requires Cl company to
maintain proper book of account. Such books of
account. inter alia. must contain a record of all
goods purchased and of all goods sold (except
those sold for cash by way of the ordinary retail
trade). They must show the goods and the sellers
and buyers in sufficient detail to enable the goods
and the sellers and buyers to be identified. In
addition, the books must contain a record of all
invoices relating to such purchases and sales.
If a company's business involves the provision of
services, the books of account must contain a
record of the services provided and of all the
invoices relating 10 ame.
If not kept in written form. the books of account
must be kept in such form as to enable the books to
be readily accessible and readily convertible into
written form in either the Irish or English hmguage.
The company must make ib books available in
written form for inspection without charge by
ofticers of the company and by other persons
entitled to inspect the books under the Companies
Acts.
All such records must be maintained for Cl period of
at least six years after the latest date to which they
relate.
A director of a company who fails to take all
reasonable steps to secure compliance by the
company with the foregoing provisions will be
TAX AMNESTY
INTEREST RELIEF -
TIME RUNNING OUT!
The general tax amnesty. created by the 1993
Finance Act. expires on 14 January. 1994.
The amnesty. which is available to companies
as well as individuals. offers a final
opportunity to those who failed to avail of the
earlier 1992 amnesly 10 take steps 10
regularise their tax affairs.
The amnesty applies to interest and penaltie,
on taxes due on or before 5 April. 1991.
Share capital duty
Where a company has arrears of unpaid share
capital dUly due in respect of increa es in
share capital which occurred on or before :'
April 1991. the Revenue Commissioners will
waive interest on such arrears provided Ihat all
of the dUly is paid before 14 January 1994.
It should be noteu that. in order to avail of the
amnesty. the full arrears must be paid by 14
January 1994. It will not suffice that the
prescrihed forms he submitted by that date
unless they are also accompanieu by payment
of the outstanding duty.
2 BSNews. November / December 1993
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BSNews SPECIAL REPORT
By Rodney Minchin, Potterton Myson Pumps Product Manager
Pumps - The Heart
of the System
The standards to which pump
manufacturers have to comply are
constantly being improved upon, resulting
In far more reliable products
P umps, or more correctlycirculators, are the heartof the system. A popular
statement certainly but
nonetheless true. Most
consider the human heart to
be physically delicate,
although it has to put up with
normous stress. So too the
I umble circulator.
The modern pump has to be
extremely resilient, dealing
with water temperatures of up
to 110 degrees centigrade,
system pressure as great as
10 bar, and ambient
temperatures of 30 - 40
degrees centigrade when they
are mounted in boilers.
While there may be similarities
in the nature of the functions
that both the human heart and
the circulator carry out, there is
one major difference -- the
heart is not expected to
survive long if the blood being
pumped is full of debris. Why
then are pump designs so
'eadily criticised when pumps
rail through blockage?
Shaft bearing finishes are
measured in microns, and it is
essential that the system is
free of debris. Ultimately, the
need to provide clean water is
for the benefit of the end user.
The importance of pump
selection
Having provided a clean
healthy environment in which
to work, it is important that the
pump selected matches the
duty of work required by the
system. Any pump that is not
producing an adequate
performance will result in
components within the boiler
overheating. The heat will not
be adequately distributed
around the system leading to
one room being preferentially
heated against another. This
leads to the householder
complaining and, sure enough,
the pump gets changed. This
could be avoided if the correct
pump selection had been
made in the first place.
Over-pressure of water on
systems using TRVs can
cause the common problem of
a whistling TRV. The use of
pressure relief by-passes or
manually-adjusted by-passes
can alleviate some of these
problems but it still comes
back to the responsibility of the
installer to select, commission
and set the pump correctly to
avoid such issues. A mixture
of air and water passing
through the narrow orifices on
TRVs can give rise to cracking
or tapping sounds which in fact
would be readily heard by the
householder since the valve is
connected to a very large
sound box that is a radiator. If
the water is free of any
bubbles then this ceases to be
a problem.
Noise levels
There are other instances
where a pump may well be
cited as the cause of a
problem, when it is actually
functioning perfectly well. This
is particularly the case when
system noise levels are
unacceptable.
The design of modern homes,
with simple construction of
plasterboard and studding,
tends to aggravate the
situation of noise in the
heating system. When called
to a house to investigate
unacceptable noise levels, it is
important that the installer
considers very carefully the
layout of pipes before and
after the pumps to avoid any
unnecessary areas of water
turbulence, since it is the water
turbulence itself which will
create noise. This invariably is
blamed on the pump because
the noise disappears when the
pump is switched off. Often a
change of product appears to
overcome the problem but this
is not always necessarily the
case, since changing the
pump may have caused an
improvement not so much by
the actual reduction in the
noise from the pump itself. but
due to the resonant factors
being slightly different.
Many articles have been
written on the problems of
oxygenated water and air
entering into the system.
Where a pump is moving
water which is a mixture of air
and water, then noises will
occur since you are providing
a far more turbulent surface to
various components as the
water passes through. Given a
solid stream of good clean
water, the system should
operate perfectly silently and
without due stress on any
component.
Changing pump design
The trend is for circulators to
become more compact,
reducing material costs and
improving the efficiency.
Further developments of
electronically-controlled pumps
- which maintain a constant
duty while sensing the
demands for the system - are
also anticipated. Until recently
these developments have
applied mainly to high-duty
systems, where power savings
can make substantial cost
reductions. With some
countries on the Continent
legislating that these will
become the norm in the not so
distance future, it won't be
long before the British and
Irish markets follow.
Improving standards
The standards to which pump
manufacturers have to comply
are constantly being improved
upon. resulting in far more
reliable products. It is essential
that the system design,
installation, and
commissioning standards
improve in line with these
developments.
As the market becomes more
sophisticated, it is important
that manufactures provide the
necessary information to
enable the installing trade to
keep abreast with the changes
that are taking place.
At Potterton Myson we are
investing heavily in installer
training. We are the first
manufacturer to open a
training centre in Ireland, with
the introduction of our new
training facility at our head
office in Dublin.
Training is thorough with a
combination of classroom and
hands-on techniques. Printed
information for reference in the
field is also provided.
We are confident that as the
market moves forward, both in
product design and installer
support. at Potterton Myson
we will be at the forefront.
BSNews. November/ D cember 1993 3
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TRADE NEWS
Quality. service and reliability
... these are the principal
attributes of Tube Company of
[reland (Tubeco). a sister
company of Hevac Ltd.
established a number of years
ago to provide guaranteed ex-
stock availability of tube and
related accessories for all
industries.
Tony Kavanagh. Tuhero
Director/General Manager
Tubeco--For
Quality,
Service &
Reliability
Total capability has become a
byword for the service Tubeco
provides, industry sectors
catereJ for including
mechanical services. strucluJ"
engineering. oil anJ
petrochemical. food and drink.
sprinklers. agricultural
fabricator. . water. st:wage. gas
and even furniture
manufacturers.
All necessary standards and
specifications are complied with
in luding SS. API. ASTM and
DIN.
Specialist areas of application
are also catered for. This is
expecially so in relation (()
aggressive and/or corrosive
mediums. alternatively high-
pressure/high-temperature
applications, etc where Tubeco
is extremely well placed to oiler
appropriate alloy or other exotic
materials in pipes of varying
diameters, wall thicknesses and
specifications.
Dodd Joins Control
Technology
As we went to press BSNell's learned
that Jack Dodd had joined Control
Technology Lld who specialise in
HV AC controls. building managemenl
syslems. energy management systems.
controls etc. Full details nexlmonth.
Overall winner John Loughlin receiving his trophy from President Liam
Stenson
Eamon McGrattan, 3rd Class I, receiving his prize from Dave Sampson
Oeclan O'Oonnell, winner Class Ill, receiving his prize from Dave
Sampson
BTU
President's
Prize
While Royal Dublin was at its
best for the President's outing,
the conditions were very tough
with a strong breeze making
scoring difficult. Nonetheless.
the large turnout enjoyed a
magnificent day and, as is
customary at this venue, a
beautiful meal. Sponsors on the
day were JJ Sampson.
Details of the winners were as
follows:-
Overall winner - John
Loughlin (Newlands). HI J,
36pts.
Class [ (I - 11) - First:
Michael Morrissey. (Dun
Laoghaire) H7-1. 33pts: Second
- Gmy Hitchinson (Old
Conna) H7. J2pts: Third:
Eamonn McGrattan (Clontarfl
H1I-I. 32pts.
Class 11 ( 12 - 16) - First:
Michael Kennedy (Slade
Valley), H13, 34pts: Second:
JeITY Maher (Baltray) H12-1,
31 pts; Third: Sean Smith (Trim)
HI3-3, 3Upts.
Class [11 (17 - 28) - First:
Declan O'Donnell (Royal
Dublin) H17. J6pts: Second:
Noel McKeown (! ewlands)
HI8-4.3Ipts; Third: Tim
O'Flaherty (Knockanally) H2O.
31 pts.
Back Nine - First: John Ennis
(Curragh) HI l.22pts: Second:
John Lavelle (Stackstown) H12.
20pts.
Front Nine - First: Des
Pnmdergast (Old COnna) HIO.
18pts: Second: David Sampson
(Royal Dublin) H16, 16pts:
Visitors - First: Brendan
Fitzgerald (Royal Dublin)
H8,32pts: Second: Tadhg
O'Sullivan (Royal Dublin) H9,
:!9pts: Third: Tim Maloney
(Royal Dublin) H14. 28pt..
4 BSNews. NovemberI December 1992 6
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TRADE NEWS
Contractor/Supplier
Register
Among application-oriented
presentations will be advances
in environmentally-responsible
buildings and materials:
variable speed motor
technology in HVAC: >
A number of sessions will
address the development of
alternative refrigerants and
retrofitting equipment and
systems. Specifics topics to be
addressed include system
chemi. try of alternative
refrigerants and lubricant·,
experiences with esters in
retrofit and service or
refrigeration equipment. and
performance testing of R-22 and
R-502 alternatives.
systems and components for
small buildings; the human
response to the indoor
environment: smoke control and
noise control technologies; and
how engineers can comply with
the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1990.
Project managers for scheme are
Project Management Lld of
Cork.
world-class facility for the
development and dissemination
of national measurement
standards.
Among the topics to be
discussed are moisture control
and legionella: HVAC systcms
and comrols. including
programming considerations for
developing knowledge-based
systems for selecting HVAC
ASHRAE has announced 177
papers and 79 seminars and
forums for its Winter Meeting
in New Orleans, which is
scheduled for 22 to 26 January,
1994.
ASHRAE
Meeting Set
for January
on the Eolas site in Glasnevin,
Dublin 9 was recently awarded
to Wexford firm Matthew
Wallace Ltd. Due to be
completed by the end of 1994.
the 2250 sq m building will
provide Irish industry with a
The Dublin Inner City Partnership (DICP) is currently in the
process of compiling a register of contractors and sub-contractors
to the construction industry in the inner cit, which will be
published in the fonn of a directory and promoted directly to
specific market targets on behalf of the contributors.
The purpose of the directory is to provide a comprehensive
reference to companies operating within the inner city providing
products and services for the construction industry.
The directory. when published, will be circulated to developers in
the inner city area contractors: sub-contractors: suppliers: and
architects. design consultants. consulting engineers. and quantity
building surveyors.
• s a free service and entries are sti 11 being taken.
National
Metrology Lab
Gets Underway
The £6 million contract for the
construction of the new
National Metrology laboratory
WHENITSAVS
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PRIMA AND PROFILE
It takes a pretty impressive wall to demonstrate
just how many wall hung cast iron boilers
Potterton has sold.
But the Great Wall of China fits the bill
perfectly, not just because (like our boilers) it was
built to last, but because we've sold more than a,
thousand for every mile of its 1400 mile length.
Prima is the fastest selling range of lightweight
boilers designed for fully-pumped systems - and
Profile is the best selling fanned boiler for gravity
systems. Together. these two products are clearly
the trade's first choice.
And that speaks volumes about their ease of
installation, reliability and versatility.
Prima and Profile are backed by Potterton
Myson, the UK's largest heating systems supplier
with more than 100 years' experience in making
cast iron boilers.
8
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T TON WALL HUNG
D, AND NO END IN SIGHT
HUNG BOILERS
GAS BOILERS
POTTERTON MYSON (IRELAND) LTD. BELGARD ROAD.
TALLAGHT. DUBLIN H. TEL: 01·590870 FAX: 01·590880
to do is call our FREE Brochure 'Hotline' on
(OBOO) 100 177 and we'll send you a leaflet. How's
that for great news.
WALL
There's a nationwide service network and
spares are readily available from Curzon &
Interpart. There are also training facilities plus a
Technical Helpline to ensure you can deliver on
every promise. (If you have a query all you have to
do is call (0926) 410044 for instant advice and
gUidance on any technical issue.)
To find out more about great wall hung boilers
from Britain's leading manufacturer... all you have
AT
9
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TRADE NEWS
Philip Osbourne, Guinness (2nd right) with Eugene
Phi lips, Eamonn O'Brien and 5eamus Homan.
Homan O'Brien Associates.
containment and contaminant
control for improving indoor a.ir
quality (I. Q) in ,choots: and
energy re,ources availability
forecasting.
Abo. two ~essions will relate
ASI-IRAE standards on energy
conservation and IAQ to
practice: an update on the
changes proposed for the next
revision to ASI-IRAEIIES
Standard 90.1-1989 and how
ASI-IRAE Guideline 4
Operating Systems can be used
by designers. maintenance
managers. contractors and
building owners.
Castle Fire
Expansion
Castle rire Prey ntion has
moved to new premises in
C10ndalkin where it occupie
factory space of over 3000 sq fl
and provides a complete
extinguisher-Iilling service, in
addition to a wide product range
in relation to fire-lighting
equipment.
Carried ex-stock are fire
extinguishers. hose reels. fire
alarm equipment. emergency
lighting. hoses, standpipes and
key and bar sets.
A wide range of acce s ries for
the fire industry is also carried.
Get Your Personal
Copy of
~.) ~ \1./: ~ -1'1-~-'2)JJ'91!J!J~
10 be IiI'Sl with the news.
keep allreast of new product
devdopments and avail of
the educational. business
managcment and
lcchnology-n:lated 311icle,
carriedin every issue of
nSNl'lI'l, gel your own
pcrsolwl copy every monlh.
Tcll:phonc: 01- 28!!500 I and
order your own copy NOW.
CIBSE
Annual
Dinner
Thi, year saw the CIBSE
annual dinner shift in venue
from lhe RDS to the
Burlington I-Iotel because of a
clash of events with the Fianna
Fail Ard Fheis.
The switch also led to lhe event
being held on a Saturday rather
than the traditional1y-
established Friday.
Nonetheless, the evening
proved to be a, ucces~ful as
ever with over 350 indu~tl)'
representatives from the
contracting. consuhjng and
~upplier sectors participating in
a vel) fruitful and enjoyable
e\ening.
Formalities were kept to a
minimum and all credit i, due
to Chairman John Cuthbert and
his support team for the
profe sional manner in which
the entire evening unfolded.
Credit is also due to the
speakers who kept their
rcspecli ve addresses so shol1.
Jim Hourican, UCC with Paddy Horgan, HA O'Neill; Gerry Curran, Gerry
Curran Associates; Joe Lacey, rCD; and Pat Stanley, HA O'Neill.
Michael O'Dea. O'Dea & Moore Architects with
Michael McDonagh, Leo Lynch & Co and Jim
Hourican, UCC.
Fionn McCool, ABB with Paul Begg, Aer Rianta and
Tom O'Neil! and Danny McGrory, both of ABB.
8 BSNews. NOl'ember/ December 1993
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TRADE NEWS
ICE Comes in from the Cold
Gerry McOonagh of RSL (lrI)
Lld recently hosted a visit of
expert delegates from
throughout the UK and US who
have a specific interest in ICE
as a means of energy storage.
The recent visit of the group
from the UK to view the Santry
Crazy Prices store and the Irish
Life Building was organised by
the Eastern Electricity Board
marketing department and
Baltimore Aircoil. This
owed a visit earlier this year
xecutives of Eastell1
Electricity and Tesco
Supermarkets.
In the past. as there was a
plentiful supply of daytime
electricity in the UK. the boards
did not promote the use of ice as
a mens of energy storage. Now,
however as they approach the
same problems as our own
ESB- under-capacity during
the day and over-capacity at
night- they are beginning to
promote new tariffs which will
be similar to here... high max
demand charges and special low
night rates.
Twenty five per cent of all the
industrial. or 17 f;1 of the overaU
electricity generated. goes into
refrigeration in one form or
another. Ice is the single largest
way of storing electric energy.
The Eastern Electricity Board
are now major promoter. of the
use of ice in refrigeration and
air conditioning. The ice
project at Santry. in its present
state, is claimed to be the most
advanced in the world.
Eastell1 Electricity gathered a
group of the most intluential
users and spccitiers for this visit
[0 demonstrate to them the
possibilities available by way of
ice to reduce electricity costs
and. at the same time. shift
electrical loads for the Board.
By coincidence. Chicago based
consultant and recognised
expert in the field Tom Brady
was also on a visit to Dublin.
specifically to view the Santy
facilities. Mr Brady. a director
of ASHRAE. is said to be lhe
be. I-known engineer in the
USA in this field and he has
designed a great many large
projects around the world using
the technology. He is especially
interested in the use of ice in
supermarket applications.
Another illustration of the level
of worldwide interest in the
Santry project was lhe visit of
Professor Charles Dorgan who
again came 10 Ireland e pressly
to visit the facility. He is Head
of Engineering at Wisconsin
University and a director of
ASHRAE and EPRI. the US
electrical facilities study group.
He also has a special interest in
supermarket refrigeralion.
CIBSE
Coming
Events
Part of the CIBSE
programme for the coming
year has now been finalised,
brief details of which are as
follows. Venue for all events
is lE! Club in Clyde Road.
Dublin 4 unless otherwise
stated.
Thursday, 17 February --
Technical evening --
electrical:
Cl Tuesday, 8 March -- CPD
Courses: Fire and smoke:
a Friday. 25 March -- ClBSE
design team trophy: gal r
outing at the Castle Golf Club
in Dublin:
Thursday, 14 April --
AGM and lecture on high
purity piping.
If it has to be air or radiation • • • •
_=rwr.
------ ------
the right system for
every application
I low temperature gradient
sufficient capacity
I first rate advice
I many years of practical
experience
I excellent service
I
If air- or radiant heating
has to be applied;
with the right heaters in
combination with the right
temperature control of Mark
you're always assured
of:
----
Mark GS/GC Mark Tanner Mark Eeo-fan Mark Fan-coil Mark Infra Mark Infra HT-S Mark Infra
Quartz
Mark Infra Aqua
Dublin Office: Phone/Fax: 01'-2839156 Mark EIRE BV Coolea Macroom Co. Cork, Eire
phone: 026-45334fax: 026-45383
I.S.n.S.O. 9000IEN 29000
QUALITY SYSTEM
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Boiler
Efficiency
Directive -
What
Implications?
With a great deal of new EClegislation currently in place_ and still more to come in
relation to energy saving and boiler
emissions and efficiencies in
particular, BSNews asked renowned
technical consultant and expert 'in the
field Derek Gregory for a resume of
the situation as it stands to date. His
comments are as follows.
(1) The new EC Construction
Products Directive, already in force,
applies to all products intended to be
installed in buildings. On efficiency, it
merely requires that "The use of
energy shall be low". There is no
precise requirement.
(2) The Gas appliances Directive,
already in force, applies to all gas-
fired equipment. Again, it merely
requires that appliances "shall make
rational use of energy". No specific
requirement is made.
(3) Because of this loose legislation,
another Directive was put through
under the energy conservation
(SAVE) programme. This is the Boiler
Efficiency Directive, which was
adopted earlier this year, and is now
in force. Member States have to put
corresponding legislation in place
now, but manufacturers need not
comply with it until 1998. Draft
regulations are still out for
consultation, but In any case, there is
no compulsion to comply until 1
January 1998.
The Directive applies to all boilers and
water heaters, gas or oil (not solid
fuel) from 4 to 400 RW output.
Minimum efficiencies are required by
law. They vary with type and size of
appliance, and are calculated from a
formula.
BSRIA has noted that the efficiencies
are defined using the net calorific
value of the fuel, as is commonly used
in Europe, but we normally define
efficiencies using the gross calorific
value which can be up to 8% higher,
so there is confusion. We have
calculated the efficiencies as a
percentage in both net and gross
terms for different types of boilers in
table 3.13 of the the enclosed pages.
The extract which follows is taken
from the BSRIA Reference Manual on
European Legislation and Standards
which Derek Gregory wrote for
BSRIA. It is normally completely
revised and updated every two
months to keep up with the rapidly-
changing situation. BSNews
acnknwledges the cooperation and
assistance of both Derek Gregory and
I BSRIA in allowing us to reprint this
material.
Boiler Efficiency Directive •• the
present status
The Directive 92/42/EEC was adopted
on 21 May 1992, was published in
OJL167/17 of 22 June 1992, and will
come into force on 1 January 1994.
Member States were to publish their
implementing regulations by 1
January 1993 and enforce them a
year later. There is a transition period
until 31 December 1997 during which
time appliances which meet national
regulations, existing on 21 May 1992,
may continue to be sold. The final text
is contained in EEC Restreint EN ER
5867/92 of 13 April 1992.
Scope
The Directive applies to all new hot-
water boilers fired by liquid or
gaseous fuels with a rated output
between 4kW and 400kW. A "boiler"
is the combined body-burner unit,
designed to transmit to water the heat
released from burning.
The following are excluded:
multi-fuel boilers where one fuel is
solid;
o boilers for instantaneous
preparation of hot water;
o boilers fuelled by unusual gases
such as biogas;
o cookers and appliances designed
to primarily heat the premises where
hot water for heating and sanitary
purposes is a subsidiary function;
o gravity circulation sanitary water
• Continued ion page 15
TABLE 3.12 Minimum Etficiencies Required by the Directive
Type of boiler Range of Efficiency at rated output Efficiency at part load
power output
kW Average Efficiency Average Efficiency
boiler-water requirement boiler-water requirement
temperature expressed temperature expressedQC in% QC in%
Standard boilers 4 to 400 70 ~ 84+210gPn ~50 ~ 80+310gPn
Low temperature 4 to 400 70 ~ 87.5+1.510gPn 40 ~ 87.5+1.5logPn
boilers(1)
Gas condensing 4 to 400 70 ~ 91+110gPn 30(2) ~97+110gPn
Where Pn is the rated lull-load output of the boiler in kW; "'including condensing boilers using liquid luels; I temperature 01 boiler water
supply. Note that these are based on the lllll-calorilic value 01 the luel, producing a higher efficiency figure than the commonly-used basis in
the UK, the grQ§.§ calorific value.
10 BSNews. November/December 1993
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Rec:lbro & NuA,re -- A DynBlTJlc C:OlTJb,nBtlon l
Redbro and NuAire
Join Forces in
Ireland
This month sees the joining together of two established
names in the HVAC industry, to create a major force in the
Irish building services market.
Redbro Limited - Ireland's leading air handling and hvac
distributor - has joined forces with NuAire Limited, the UK's
foremost air movement specialist, in an agreement which will
open up new opportunities in the Republic.
At the heart of the agreement is the introduction by Redbro of
two of NuAire's most recent and exciting innovations:
MicroSave: What It Is and How It Works
MicroSave is a fan control system which allows hvac
contractors to make significant savings on cabling and labour
costs. The MicroSave Control system includes: twin fan
controls and starters and speed controls, and allows mains
wiring to be taken direct to the fan. Safe Extra Low Voltage
(SELV) wmng runs from the fans to the control box itself,
known as the Interface Control Panel (ICP).
This SELV wiring gives considerable labour and materials
costs savings over conventional wiring. Independent re~earch
carried out on behalf of NuAire has revealed costs as high as
£7 per metre on conduited conventional wiring-compared
with just 28p for SELV four core cable.
Not only is this a considerable saving but the size of the
controls are substantially reduced. For example, a
conventional 3-phase speed control can weigh up to 27kg and
is big and bulky. The NuAire ICP weighs only 180 grams and
can be recessed into a double gang power socket box.
An added bonus is that MicroSave is much safer to use and
install than conventional mains powered systems. The ~se of
SELV wiring eliminates the risk of electn.c shock- particularly
relevant in wet or damp areas such as kitchens, foo~
manufacturing areas etc. In kitchens the lack of unSightly
mains supply cable eliminates the need for bulky and .
expensive conduits, as the low voltage cable can be Simply
tacked to the wall or run behind it to a recessed box.
Not only does MicroSave allow control of just one f~n, but ..
NuAire has this month launched a multiple fan startIng faCIlity
called the MicroSave Multi-Start.
This allows a series of fans to be operated via a single
MicroSave Multi-Start Control Panel which incorporates a .
master switch with individual fan control to SWItch off and give
visual indication of 'run'. 'fail' and 'off'. Starting is phased to
avoid excessively high starting currents.
An optional, seven- day, 24 hour time clock can be included in
the Multi-Start panel if required.
Individual fans can be controlled by MicroSave 24 volt
thermostats or humidistats to give local control.
MicroSave is approved by all major BMS manufacturers,
therefore special interfaces are not required.
12 BSNews. November/December 1992
MicroSave Fan Control technology and the DuctMaster axial
flow fan-both of which have genuine cost and labour saving
implications for building services consultants and contractors.
Both NuAire and Redbro are well known and highly respected
names in their own right. Redbro was started in 1973 by
Frank Brophy in Dublin to distribute mechanical ventilation
and electrical heating products in Ireland. Twenty years later,
Redbro represents some of the major names in the hvac field
(Trox, Sopac, Jaeger and Sanyo to name a few).
In 1981 the company began to manufacture a wide range of
air handling units and associated products, as well as
commercial storage heaters and short wave infra-red heaters.
With a 3,000 m sq premises on the Sandyford Industrial
Estate, Foxrock, Co Dublin and a workforce of 36, Redbro
has never been better placed to team up with NuAire, and
expand its profile in the hvac industry still further.
NuAire has been established over 30 years in the UK, and
manufactures a wide range of ventilation equipment for the
commercial, industrial and residential markets from its
250,000 sq ft factory in Caerphilly, South Wales.
The £16 million turnover company is part of the £50 million
NuAire's MicroSave multi-start fan control panel greatly reduces
installations and wiring costs. Wiring to the panel is via safe extra low
voltage which means that the panel can be located exactly where it is
wanted. Fans are started by a "master" switch with each fan having an
override "off" switch and visual indication of "run", "off" and "fail".
Twenty four hour (24) , 7-day time clocks are available as an option to
give automatic control.
14
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Typical Installation
Typical installation showing multiple fan starter system for central control.
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Schematic showing Nu-Aire fans interfacing
with bUilding management systems.
Typical factory installation with local control:
Fans A and B are controlled by speed control
via starter; fans C and 0 are controlled by
speed control only; fans E and Fare
controlled by starter only.
NO MORE WJNS CABLES AND CONDUITS BETWEEN
F SAND CONTROLS.
SAVES MONEY AND MAKES A BUILDING SAFER.
~ .....-._~
I
TWINFAN CONTROLS CAN NOW BE
LOCATED EXACTLY WHERE YOU WANT THEM.
Typical flatlhotel installation showing that
twin-fan controls can now be located
exactly where required.
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NUAIRE FANS NOW INTERFACE WITH
BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.
ack Organisation, and is a major employer in the Caerphilly
area. With over 26 agents worldwide, NuAire ventilation
products are currently used in projects in many countries
across the world. A thriving smoke extract and smoke
pressurisation section is also in operation, as is the
company's successful 'Stock Shop' distribution arm which
guarantees free overnight delivery of ventilation equipment to
any UK destination.
The company has a long tradition of product innovation and
chose this year's National HVAC Show in London as the
official launch pad for MicroSave and DuctMaster. Redbro will
be launching both these products to the Irish industry over the
coming months in special invitation only presentations. Details
will be announced shortly.
DuctMaster IQuickFit l
The second new product to be handled by Redbro is the
DuctMaster. This new round-cased axial fan has a " QuickFit "
proprietary flange system that reduces the number of bolts to
one per flange instead of the minimum 12- with a
combination of brackets and feet that give far greater on-site
flexibility in installation, with substantial savings on material
and labour costs.
DuctMaster's 'QuickFit' flange system eliminates the problem
of being unable to tighten bolts etc on flanges where fans are
I sited in tight corners, close to walls and so on. All that is
needed is just one tightening action from the accessible side.
The flanges are certified to Eurovent Class C (DW 142 Table
32 ) to guarantee an airtight seal and are sized to match
metric duct sizes.
A combination of brackets and feet that greatly simplify
.horlzontal or vertical mounting and eliminate the need for
extra steelwork are all included in the price of the fan.
Extremely competitively priced. DuctMaster is offered in sizes
fr?m 315mm to 630mm diameter, in single or three phase
With 2.4 or 6 pole motors, optional speed controls silencers
flexibles (QuickFit flanges are featured on silence~s and '
I flexibles) and wall brackets are available. Naturally the
DuctMaster is performance tested to SS 848 Parts'1 and 2
and has a high efficiency motor rated to IP54.
BSNews, November /December 1992 13
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~24 Bolts
to Fit an
Axial Fan?
Ductmaster
only needs 2!
VALUE Competitive prices that include
FOR matching Flanges & Multi-
ONEY position Mounting Feet (FREE!)
QUALITY Everything you would expect
from NuAire, and flanges that
are guaranteed to seal to
Eurovent class C(DW142 Table
32) guaranteeing an airtight
seal sized to Din 24145 (DW42
Part 4 Table 13) to match
metric duct sizes.
NuAire New Axial Fan Range
Incorporates -Quick fir Single
bolt Flanged System and Built-in
multi-position Mounting Feet.
FAST Two Bolts are better than 24!
EASY Any Angle, Any Position,
FIXING No Steelwork.
~ ... -,
~~~ ~1-, -- .".-
"I' .~' 'Ill
_ ....~~.:
.·r_~·"~~
----~--:F - _.
... ....."..,~
.._~.
LTD.
70173 HEATHER RD., SANDYFORD IND. EST. FOXROCK, DUBLIN 18.TEL: 2952826/2952353. FAX: 295235416
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PRODUCT REVIEW
STIC
RS
• Continued from page 10
heaters of less than 6kW.
Features
There are no "essential requirements"
as such, but there is a detailed table
by which the minimum required
efficiency may be calculated. This
represents a "standard" in itself,
although no test methods are spelled
out. These are left to be specified in
"harmonised" standards which have
to be mandated by the Commission.
Standards mandated under the Gas
Appliances Directive and the
Technical Standards Directive are
referred to as being applicable. The
wording of the Directive also implies
that the efficiency requirements here
will supersede any laid down in the
Construction Products Directive's
documents.
There is a special exception for back
boilers and boilers installed in living
spaces, where efficiencies 4% lower
than for "standard boilers" are
permitted.
The required efficiency levels are
given by a formula of the form -
Efficiency =a + b log Pn - where Pn
is the rated output of the boiler, in kW,
at an average (entry + exit temps.)
water temperature of 70 degrees C.
The values of the constants in this
equation vary with boiler type, and full
load and part load requirements are
specified. Part load is defined as
when the boiler is operating either
intermittently or continuously to
provide output 30% of the rated
output, but the average water
temperature varies with the type of
boiler. No operating cycle for
intermittent use is specified, but the
verification methods are to be
included in standards mandated
I under other directives. The detailed
requirements are set out in Table
3.12.
As examples, minimum effectiveness
for different sizes and types of boiler
are shown in table 3.13. These figures
are based on BSRIA calculations
using the formulae in the Directive
and include values for efficiency at
gross calorific value.
The Directive allows for a "star rating"
system. One star signifies compliance
with minimum levels, two stars for 3%
better than minimum, and an extra
star for every additional 3%. Both
rated and part-load efficiencies must
I show the extra values. The star rating
system is shown in table 3.14.
Compliance
Boilers are deemed to conform with
the efficiency requirements if they
comply with stated "harmonised"
European Standards which have
been published in the OJ. Such
boilers must bear the CE mark and be
accompanied by an EC declaration of
conformity. Apparently, boilers may
also be tested and certified to comply
directly with the requirements of the
Directive, without reference to
standards, and these too must carry
the CE-Mark.
Mandates and Standards
The Commission will issue mandates
Room Sealed, Fan Assisted Multi Directional Flue
COMBINATION BOILER
Features:
Outputs up to 27.9kW(95,000 Btu/h)
Dhw production up to 11.4 Itr/min 35° C temp rise
(2.5 g·.p.m. 63° F temp rise)
Fluing up to 4.5m (175) horizontal, 3.6m (140") vertical
Separate domestic heat exchanger guaranteed for 5 years
against scaling
~
Room Sealed, Fanned Flue Multi Directional Flue
SYSTEM BOILER
Features: Built in pump, expansion vessell
Outputs up to 14kW(48,000 Btu/h
Fluing up to 4.5m (175") horizontal, 3.6m (140") vertical
Available from
ATOV.ENT
Heatovent Ireland Ltd., Greenhills Road, Dublin 12. Telephone: 508166. Fax: 508501
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PRODUCT REVIEW to CEN for the preparation ofstandards to be used in this Directive.
Standards produced this way must be
approved by the Commission and
their numbers published in the OJ
before they can be used.
The CEN TCs (TC 57 and 109)
responsible for standards of oil boilers
have commenced work to include test
procedures for 30% load as required
by the Directive.
Attestation
The Directive uses modules B, C, D
TABLE 3.13 Minimum Efficiencies Required for Different Sizes and Types of Boiler
Rated Boiler type Minimum efficiency at Minimum efficiency at
output rated output - % 30% of rated output - %
(kW) NCV"j GVC(gas) 1'1 GVC(oil) III NCVIlj GVC(gas)(11 GVC(oil)(I)
10 BBU/blrs to be 82.0 73.9 76.7121 79.0 71.2 73.9(2)
installed in living
space
Standard boilers 86.0 77.5 80.5 '21 83.0 74.8 77.5121
Low Temperature
boilersr-....g..-...g 89.0 80.2 83.3121 89.0 80.2 83.3121
.'Gas Condensing 92.0 83.0 98.0 88.4
31.6 BBU/blrs to be 83.0 74.8 77.6f21 80.5 72.6 75.3121
installed in living
space
Standard boilers 87.0 78.4 81.4' , 84.5 76.2 79.0(21
Low Temperature
boilers .- ..--- "l 89.7 80.9 84.0 2 89.7 80.9 84.0r,11
Gas Condensing 92.5 83.4 98.5 88.8
100 Standard boilers 88.0 79.3 82.6'3; 86.0 77.5 80.7'31
Low Temperature 90.5 81.6 84.9131 90.5 81.6 84.9131
boilers1ndlOng "-.aI
Gas Condensing 93.0 83.9 99.0 89.3
316 Standard boilers 89.0 80.2 83.5131 87.5 78.9 82.1 131
Low Temperature 91.2 82.3 85.6131 91.2 82.3 85.6131
boilers r'Q.Ong" )
Gas Condensing 93.5 84.3 99.5 89.7
"
NCV "= Efficiency at net calorific value of fuel (as used in the Directive): GVC" =Efficiency at gross calorific value of fuel (as normally
quoted in UK): GCV" efficiency assumes kerosene used: GCV' efficiency assumes gas oil used
TABLE 3.14 Award of Energy-Performance Labels
(Efficiency requirements to be met both at normal output (Pn) and at part-load of 0.3 Pn)
Label Efficiency reqUirements at nominal Pn and Efficiency requirements at part-load of 0.3 Pn and
at an average boiler-water temperature of 70cC at an average boiler-water temperature of ~ 50°C
• ~ 84+21ogPn ~ 80+310gPn
.. ~ 87+210gPn ~ 83+310gPn
... ~ 90+210gPn ~ 85+310gPn
•••• ~ 93+210gPn ~ 89+31ogPn
16 BSNews. November/December 1993
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1m ·4m
Flue Kit
(;U~;\lDIl\IPLE.X-
Rear flue
Model
.Says who?
EXAMPLE FLUE CAPABILITIES
Let's face it, a flue that long does seem rather incredible,
but that's exactly how you'd describe the new Maxol
Microturbo 40. Incorporating a revolutionary new small
bore flueing concept, it's so flexible, with a straight flue, it
can be installed 9 metres from any outside
wall, and up to 6 metres away with two
bends. It's unbelievably powerful and
compact, too. Needing only half the space of
any other 40,000 Btu/h (11.72kw) output gas
central heating boiler, it weighs just 15.5kg.
So it can be easily, quickly and unobtru-
sively installed within a standard 600mm high kitchen wall
unit. Small wonder, at 460 x 300 x 275mm deep*, it's
hailed as the smallest of its kind in the world. Suitable for
fully pumped, sealed and open vented systems, the
Microturbo 40 has an 81 % efficient copper heat
exchanger, multi-directional flueing options, pump
overrun, overheat thermostat with manual reset,
automatic control, pilot-free electronic ignition and NOx
emissions a fraction of those of most other conventional
boilers. We've gone to amazing lengths to create the new
Microturbo 40, so now your flue can go to even greater
•Multi lrectlonal flue model Rear flue model
lengths ... 9 metres, to be precise. " n ,mall., at J"st 400 x 300 x 2lSmm.
,m~11 /
flue Kit ~~
You can~t install a
gas central heating
boiler this far
from the nearest
outside wall!
Certification
All conforming boilers must display the CE·Mark and be
accompanied by a certificate of compliance. Appliances
may show the "star-rating" as described in Section
3.8.3.
Glen Dimplex Microturbo
From Heating World
Glen Dimplex - the world's largest player in electrical
appliances - has now turned its attention to the gas
industry, the intention being to become an equally-large
player in this industry sector. Just recently the company
unveiled its new Microturbo gas central heating boiler to
the Irish market which is now available through Joe
Noone's Heating World.
The Microturbo 40 is the smallest 40,000 BTUs output
boiler available, with dimensions of height: 460 mm;
width: 300 mm and depth: 215 mm. The technology
involved means that the Microturbo 40 takes up half the
space of the equivalent conventional boiler. This saving
in size has many advantages but, the most innovative
fact is that it can be installed inside a standard 600 mm
high kitchen wall.
Most gas heating appliances must be positioned
against an outside wall where flue products can be
directly vented to outside. The Microturbo 40 is
different. Thanks to the special room-sealed f1ueing
system assisted by a quiet but powerful fan, it can be
installed up to 9 metres (nearly 30 It) from an outside
• Continued on page 20
and E from the "Global Approach", 90/683/EEC of 1990.
All boilers must be examined under module B, which
requires the use of a "notified body" or third party
assessor, who is required to carry out efficiency tests at
a site agreed with the manufacturer, and who issues the
type-examination certificate. The manufacturer must
also issue a declaration of conformity to type under
module C, D or E. C is self·declaration that the
manufacturing process permits conformity with the type·
model subject to test, randomly checked by a third-party
body; D is a self-declaration of conformity based on the
use of an approved QA system, which itself must be
randomly checked by a third party; module E is a self·
declaration based on a quality system using final
inspection and testing of products by a third party.
Notified bodies are to be approved by the Member
State, using criteria similar to En 45000 Series.
Boilers fuelled by gas must be tested by the m€thods
laid down in the Gas Appliance Directive and its
mandated standards.
PRODUCT REVIEW
~WORLDI
TEL: 01 534011 FAX: 01 549024
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TRACE HEATING
Don't stay out in the cold
The full range of self-regulating heat tracingand leak-detecting
products manufactured by
diverse materials company
Raychem are supplied in
Ireland by Cable Accessories
Limited of Dublin.
Classified an A1 supplier by
its customers, Cable
Accessories has a customer
base of more than 250
companies in Ireland and is
involved daily with all major
international engineering
consultants on projects
throughout the Republic.
Raychem, world leaders in the
development of self-regulating
heat tracing cables, is a
Fortune 500 company with
expertise in basic
technologies rooted in the
broad field of materials
science. 'It manufactures heat
tracing cables for frost-
protection and temperature
maintenance purposes in both
construction and industrial
applications.
HWAT
One of Raychem's key
products is HWAT cable for
reliable temperature
maintenance of hot water
service pipeworkWaiting for
hot water to run is wasteful
and annoying, and should
really be a thing of the past.
HWAT cable ensures that
immediate hot water arrives
the instant the tap is turned.
A report from the UK
Electricity Council's Research
Centre estimates that on a
daily basis households waste
from 25% to 50% of the hot
water they heat. This wastage
occurs when hot water lying in
the distribution pipework cools
between periods of use and
the cooled water is then run
off at the tap until the hot
water from the cylinder
arrives. The report concludes
that the best way to avoid this
wastage and improve energy
efficiency is to install trace
heating along domestic hot
water pipework.
HWAT cable is a self-
regulating heater which
automatically adjusts its heat
output along its length and
maintains the correct
temperature in the pipe. This
allows a one pipe system,
avoiding the need for
secondary return pipes,
pumps and valves. There
have been more than 100,000
HWAT cable applications
world wide since it was
introduced in 1978.
WINTERGARD
Water damage from burst
pipes and overflowing gutters
is a recurrent nightmare to
owners and occupants as the
first frost appears every
winter, whether a building is
old enough to be listed or new
enough for the last coat of
paint to be drying
In recent years, self-regulating
cables have been increasingly
seen as the ideal solution to
this problem. One 01 the most
widely installed is Wintergard
cable, which can be applied to
outdoor pipes, taps and water
meters, fire hose mains and
sprinklers, fuel oil and waste
liquid pipes, and agricultural
water suppliers.
The main benefit such a
product brings installers is the
speed and ease of
application, with no special
tools required. The cable is
simply affixed to pipework
under insulation and
connected to the electricity
supply.
The heating element of a self-
regulating cable is its
conductive core which is
extruded between two tinned
copper conductors to form a
cable generally around 10mm
wide and 305mm thick.This
conductive core allows
current to flow between the
conductors and thus produce
a heat output.
As the system temperature
increases a microscopic
expansion in the core reduces
its conductivity and hence its
power output. Conversely, as
the temperature decrease
the core contracts and po
output increases.
Wintergard cables have a use
wherever water pipes are to
be found in unheated or
exposed areas. This includes
underground or multi-storey
car parks, farm buildings,
public toilets and recreational
facilities and schools which
may close for extended
periods. Research has shown
that the cost of damage from
burst pipes, tanks and other
apparatus in business
premises can cause individual
losses of £100,000 during
hard winters.
In our own homes. roof
spaces are insulated for
energy conservation and often
have to be ventilated to
18 BSNel us. NOlJcrnbcr/ [) cember 1993 20
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prevent condensation. This installed in a galvanised steel
produces a very cold conduit beneath concrete to
environment in winter and prevent snow and ice build-up
pipework which uses to be on ramps and slopes, and the Raychemkept from freezing by warm air Facade heating system whichfrom the rooms below is now uses a self-regulating heaterprone to frost damage. The to directly heat the aluminium
UK loss Prevention Council mullions which support glass
points out that a £25,000 panels, thus preventing
repair bill is not unknown in condensation, down-draughts WORLD LEADERS INdomestic premises, if a leak and radiation to cold glass
continues unnoticed and surfaces in winter. TRACE HEATI,NGceilings are brought down as Cable Accessories Lld also
well as decorations, furniture supplies Raychem's family of SYSTEMSand carpets ruined. industrial self-regulating
heaters, which can be
ICETOP installed for frost protection
Another significant area of and process temperature PIPE FREEZE PROTECTIONcold weather damage is ice maintenance purposes in •and snow build-up on roofs in many different industries, from
g rs, gullies and oil and gas,utilities, HOT WATER SYSTEMt ipesWhen snow melts petrochemicals and speciality •it flows into cold gutters and chemicals to pulp and paper,
downpipes where it can pharmaceuticals and TEMPERATURE MAINTENANCE
refreeze and form successive agriculture. Whether the
layers of ice. If this continues process involves the
• ICE AND SNOW MELTINGthe flow is blocked leading to protection of water ,fuel ordamaged gutters and drains delicate food products, with
and, if water manages to require specified critical
•UNDERFLOOR HEATINGinfiltrate roof space, costly stabilisation of temperaturesstructural damage. up to 150 degrees C,
This type of damage is a Raychem is able to provide he
•CURTAIN WALL HEATINGparticular problem in old solution.properties, stately homes,
castles, churches and TRACETEK
•WATER DETECTIONcathedrals where there are Raychem also manufactureleaded flat roofs, gutters and Tracetek leak-detection and CABLES FOR RAISED FLOORgullies hidden behind location cable system, which
parapets and balustrades. pinpoints leaks in sensitive AREAS AND COMPUTER ROOMSIcetop self-regulating heating areas. Figures show that
_ was specifically
water poses afar greater riska~ Igned for ice prevention on to valuable equipment than
almost any kind of roof, gutter fire and with computers
or drainpipe. playing an increasingly vital
Installations of Icetop cable role in today's business, the Raychemand other Raychem trace speedy discovery of leaksheaters used in the assumes greater importance.
construction market have In an environment where just Agent and Distributorbeen made easier by the a few tablespoons of liquid are
introduction of the Rayclic enough to sabotage millions
connection system. This an of data transactions, it is Cable Accessories Ltdalternative to the traditional imperative that leaks arejunction-box method of detected and pinpointed withconnecting electric heating minimum delay.
cables and can be installed in Unit 1Cookstown Enterprise Park,
a fifth of the time All of these Raychem Dubllin 24products are available in
Ireland through: Telephone: (01) 521227/521259/597364VIAGARD-FACADE Cable Accessories Limited,
Other Raychem construction Unit 1, Cookstown Enterprise Fax: (01) 521259
heaters supplied by Cable Park, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel:
Accessories include the 01- 521227/521259/597364;
Viagsard system, which is Fax: 01- 521259.
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• Continued from page 17
wall unit. The Microturbo 40 uses a
twin f1ueing system in which the pipes
are only 45 mm (1.75 inches) in
diameter, each pipe projecting only 25
mm (1 inch) from the outside wall.
The Microturbo gives an efficiency of
81 % - its design incorporates the
latest premix burner which mixes gas
and air together in exactly the right
proportions before combustion. Its
compact size, design and light weight
(15.5 kg) all contribute to a boiler
which is easy to install. Its easy
access from the front makes it simple
to service. The reliable pedigree of
Glen Dimplex can be added to all of
the advantages of the Microturbo.
The Microturbo is distributed in
Ireland through Joe Noone's Heating
World. As we go to press Joe is
finalising details on new premises
which Heating World will occupy from
early January 1994. They will
incorporate offices, showroom and
warehouse facilities. For the present
he can be contacted at Heating
World, Bank House, 331 South
Circular Road, Dublin 8. Tel: 01 -
534011; Fax: 01 - 594024.
The Glen Dlmplex Maxol Microturbo 40 from Heating World
Vokera -
Extensive Range
in Natural Gas
and LPG
While the assembly of Vokera boilers
takes place at the premises of
associate company CCM in
Morbegno, close to the Italian Swiss
border, the company has three depots
in London, Bradford and Glasgow
and, of course, Irish agents Heatovent
in Dublin. All have distribution,
technical training and testing facilities,
a network which gives an in-depth
strength much availed of in the Irish
marketplace.
All appliances are made to exacting
EC standards under Vokera
supervision and undergo full
computer testing before shipment. A
testimony to the rigour with which this
20 BSNews. November/December 1993
is conducted is the fact that all boilers
in the range have total approval from
the UK and Irish gas utilities.
The current product line-up includes
the 20/80 and the 24/96 Flowmatic
combi. Both models are available in
room-sealed, fanned-flue (horizontal
or vertical) or open-flue versions.
The sealed system 12/48 Mynute
fanned-flue, room-sealed boiler has
the same flue size as its combi
counterparts and is available with
electronic ignition or permanent pilot.
All appliances are available in natural
gas or LPG type versions.
A range of accessories such as flue
bands and extensions are also
available, enabling some models to
be installed with flue runs up to 4.5
metres horizontally or 3:6 metres
vertically, giving a distinct advantage
when siting the appliance.
When Vokera designed its first
combination boiler, the intention was
to produce a boiler which would be
easier for the installer to fit and
maintain. The result was the 21/84
MCF which was eventually launched
in the UK in 1980.
By 1982 three more models were
added - the DC Turbo (diluted
horizontal flue); the smaller output
18/72 MCF; and the SCF heating only
system boiler.
By now the company had moved from
its original north London base to
bigger premises in Enfield. With 1984
came Gas Council approval for the
21/84 MCF. with the introduction of
the company's first room-sealed
combi -the 20/80 RS Turbo - a year
later. This boiler gained Gas Council
approval in 1986.
Vokera supplied its first boilers to .
Ireland in the same year, beginning a
trading partnership with Heatovent
which has continued and prospered to
this day.
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the unit for ease of maintenance.
The shape and volume of the
combustion chamber has been
designed to accommodate all types of
oil burners.
Outputs for the AR Series are 20kW
to 40kW: and 26kW to 88kW for the
IR Series.
Other series in the Sime range
include the 2R Series (outputs from
115kW to 239kW): the RM Series
(outputs from 77kW to 100kW); and
the RS Series (outputs from 111 kW to
287kW).
I Hevac is also one of the country's
leading burner suppliers with an
extensive range on offer from Nu-
Way.
Nu-Way, a member of the vast
Wolselej' Group, is one of the UK's
leading manufacturers of oil, gas and
duel-fuel burners. The company
manufactures a wide range of burners
with rated outputs from 12kW to
14,000kW. Nu-Way traditionally
enjoyed (and still does to this day) a
very large market share of the
industrial/commercial sector for blown
gas and pressure jet oil burners.
Since the launch of the Boxer burner
range a few years ago, an equally-
strong market share is being won in
the domestic sector.
Nu-Way's activities are divided into
the following categories:-
(1) Environmental- Burners for
I space and central heating, hot water
and steam boilers. Also air heaters;
(2) Process - Burners for various
heating/drying applications, including
furnaces, ovens, kilns, malting,
packaging, etc;
(3) Space and ancillary products
including back-up provided by an
extensive stockist network;
(4) Service - A dedicated service
network is on hand 24 hours a day to
advise and assist Hevac's own
service personnel should that be
necessary.
Making up the remainder of the Hevac
boiler/burner portfolio is the Potterton
Myson range. Hevac has long been
asssociated as a principal distributor
of this extensive and well-established
range of boilers and continues to act
as a leading supplier to all industry
sectors (see page 24 for product
breakdown).
Details from Hevac Lld, 70/72 Lower
Dorset Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 -
301211; Fax: 01 - 301990.
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Sime calt·iron boiler from Hevac
Italy and includes sectional boilers for
use in association with pressure jet oil
or blown gas burners. A
comprehensive range of cast-iron
atmosphenc gas bOilers (LPG and
natural gas is also manufactured. All
boilers are manufactured and tested
to international standards.
The cast-iron body is guaranteed for
12 years against leaks. faults. defects.
etc on the understanding that
installation and operation procedures
have been carried out in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions.
Installation must be by appropriately-
qualified installers to approved codes
and practices. All other parts and
accessories are guaranteed for one
year.
The new AR and IR Series of cast-
iron boilers can be equipped with
quality pressure jet oil burners and
represent the ideal choice for those
demanding quality, efficiency and
reliability.
No material has ever exceeded cast-
iron for long life in central heating
boilers. Cast-iron effectively resists
corrosion and provides a more
efficient heat transfer surface. Cast-
iron boilers last infinitely longer than
boilers made from other materials and
this is especially true for boilers
working at low temperatures.
Every boiler body is formed with
pressure-tested sections and supplied
fully assembled. The attractively-
styled red casing is made of self-
interlocking steel panels, complete
with a matching front-mounted control
panel which is supplied in a separate
carton.
The burner mounting plate and the
boiler controls are located in front of
Hevac Lld has been representing
Sime in Ireland for over 20 years and,
to date. over 80,000 boilers have
been installed in Irish homes
throughout the 'country.
Additionally, more than 1000 Sime
boilers are operating in the
commercial/industrial sector in
locations such as schools, office
buildings, factories, etc.
The Sime range is manufactured in
Sime - Cast-Iron
Guarantee
Vokera from Heatovent. Details of the
entire Vokera range are available from
Heatovent Ireland Ltd. Heatovent
House, Greenhills Road, Walkinstown,
Dublin 12. Tel: 01 - 508166; Fax: 01 -
508501.
PRODUCT REVIEW
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Baxi Solo 2 powered flue wall mounled boiler range.
PRODUCT REVIEW
Heatequip Lld has established a
deserved reputation over the years as
one of the major suppliers of domestic
boilers and burners in the Irish
marketplace. The company has
always been associated with quality
merchandise from leading brands. the
current portfolio representing perhaps
its strongest product line-up to date in
this respect.
Names represented include Baxi.
Potterton Myson, Pensotti. Robinson
Wllley. Verine and Strax.
Heatequip noted a number of
significant changes in the boiler
market over the last couple of years
and has endeavoured to tailor Its
product and service offering to reflect
and cater for these changes.
It is these changes which have seen
Baxi come to the fore with its wall-
hung (outputs from 30.000 Btu 10
80,000 Btu); floor-standing (outputs
from 40.000 Btu to 80.000 Btu); and
the back-boiler range (25.000 Btu to
55.000 Btu). including the new SL
firefront.
The Baxi Solo 2 powered flue. wall-
mounted boiler range is undoubtedly
the flagship of the range. With its
compact cast-iron heat exchanger.
the Baxi Solo 2 PF(powered flue) is
ex1remely light, making it one of the
easiest boilers of its type to handle
and install. In common with the
original Baxi Solo, the Solo 2 PF
features the monobloc heat
exchanger which is a gasket-free
design. achieving excellent levels of
reliability. However. in the new boiler
the monobloc has been reduced
further in size, allowing the boiler to
be sited within most kitchen wall
cupboards.
An integral flue turret. combined with
improved system and electrical
connections, make the Baxi Solo 2 PF
very easy to install. Servicing is also
made simple with all major
components accessible from the front.
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Pensotti cast-iron boiler body. Details
from Healequip
There is a choice of five models in the
Baxi Solo 2PF range, covering
outputs from 20,000 Bt 1080.000
Btufh.
Turning to Pen otli. the T-Line range
of cast-iron boilers comes with a wide
range of outputs from 18.000 to
58,000 kcallh covering domestic and
semi-commercial applications. The
range is suitable for use on 35-sec
diesel or blown air gas burners. Being
compact In size allows sing in areas
where it is normally very difficult to
locate a boiler.
The exclusive heat exchanger design
with flue gas circulation offers a large
exchange area in spite of the reduced
dimensions of the boiler. Flue gases
coming from the chamber after the
combustion process flow into different
sectors where they are forced to
make a turbo-rotary movement before
reaching the chimney through special
upper and lower flue ducts. Pensolti
T-Line boilers ensure cost-saving
operation by way of their high
efficiency rate.
Next comes Potterton Myson.
Heate uip has long been associated
with the Potterton name and the
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Firebird Boilers
Firebird boilers manufacture a wide range of kltchen-quiet and outdoor
model 011 boIlers The Indoor range covers outputs up to 150,000 Btu/Hr in
both convenllonaJ and balanced flue models while the boiler house type
ex ends to 320.000 Btu/Hr The flagship of the Firebird fleet is the
Roomsealed Balanced Flue Super Q. The u it incorporates many
i novations and with its extreme quietness of operation uts Firebird firmly in
the leadership stakes in oil boiler technology. Thousands of installations, and
demand arising from recommendations of satisfied users alte to this. An
interesting derivative of this is the RoomseaJed Hideaway model suitable for
installation in closets, under stairs and in kitchen units where the standard
kitchen door hides away the complete u it
Details from Firebird Boilers, Ballymakeera. Co Cork. Tel: 026-45253 Fax:
026-45309
Suprenle backboiler
DV mber/ cemb rIg 23
Completing the line-up is Verine, a
range ol dec r tive, inset. fuel-effect
fires. A feature of note. especially
ram n ease of operation and safety
vie "point, is the new controi
mechanism which provides automatic
ignition and adjustable heat output
from a standard double-gang light
switch.
Details on all of the foregoing are
available from Heatequip Ltd.
Eurohaul Centre. Greenhils Road.
Dublin 12. T I: 01 - 519711; Fax: 01 -
519930.
FI EBIRD
Details fro1Jl
Firebird Boilers, Ballymakeera, Co Cork.
Tel: 026 - 45253; Fax: 026 - 45309.
BC>ILERS
01l11fO fur r~ of
lid fuel a plian e including
the Pop lIar and u er Q kit hen
mod 1oil boilers.
comprehensively tested. The unit is
made of h avy-duty ma en I and
incorporates a silencer w't a 38 mm
insula ·on. This. cam in d wi h a
motor of 1 x 240volt run ing at 1400
rpm, makes for quiet and efficient
operation. The control system is
designed to proVide a fail- afe
system, autom tically closing down
the gas supply to the appliance via
the solenoid in the control box in the
event of fan fail re, mains power
failure, i adequa e flue extraction and
overheating.
Polterton Myson range still plays a
major part in its portfolio (see page 24
for product information.
ext is Robinson Willey. The
Romany live coal-effect gas fire from
Robinson Willey produces both
radiant and conventional heat from
the one simple control, ranging from
economy to the full output of 3.36kW
on its high setting. Charming
tradaitional design, efficient
performance and dependa le safety
are the key features. An add
benefit is the 'spacel'" which allows
the fire to be used in a house with a
pre-cast flue.
Talking of flues, Heatequip has an
automatic electro mechanical flue
system for houses and rooms where
there is no conventional chimney.
Called the Strax Turboflye, the unit is
supplied complete with its control box
factory filted, pre-wired and
Super Q..... The Indoor Oil Boiler from
Firebird
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Potterton Myson Lynx 2 wall-hung,
combination boiler
Btu/h to 80,000 Btu/h. Hot water is
generated instantaneously within the
boiler at a maximum output of 80,000
Btu/h. Each unit has a circulating
pump, diverter valve, pressure gauge,
pressure relief valve and expansion
valve.
Three purpose-designed optional kits
are available:- A time pack to allow
the boiler to be programmed from the
unit; - a feed pipe cover to neatly
conceal all pipework attached to the
Lynx 2;- a case extension pack
designed to conceal the flue elbow.
I Potterton Myson's combi boiler range
is completed by the Midas range.
The Midas Sfi fanned (suction)
balanced flue version has a maximum
hot water and central heating output
of 100,000 Btu/h. The Midas Bf
natural draught balanced flue can be
hung on any suitsable outside WE
and offers central heating output 0 up
to 70,000 Btu/h and a domestic hot
water output of 83,000 Btu/h.
The Prima Band C for the 1992
heating season, built on the success
of the Prima fanned flue lightweight
boiler, and heralded the rationalisation
of existing Potterton and Myson wall
hung boilers. The Prima B has a
balanced flue, while the C is open
f1ued. 18 models -- including four LPG
.• provide a complete choice for both
the contract and one-off market.
Both models use a brand new heat
exchanger, both are compact and
economical, featuring a low-energy
pilot burner. Both new models can
drive traditional gravity or modern
fully-pumped systems. The Prima B
can be mounted on any outside w I
and has four models covering outt
from 30,000 to 60,000 Btu/h.
The Prima C is ideal for installation
where there is an existing lined
chimney or other suitable flue. The
Prima C is also available in four
models ranging from 30,000 to 60,000
Btu/h. All Prima models can be range
rated.
Other models in the range include the
Profile - a boiler for gravity systems;
the floor -standing Kingfisher range;
the Marathon; the Apollo -- a
fabricated wall-hung boiler; and the
oil-fired Vitesse.
Details from Potterton Myson, Belgard
Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 01-
590870: Fax: 01 - 590880.
the range. Ease of installation and
maintenance are reinforced through
four-way fanned f1ueing, with
extended flues available. Access to
key components is simple.
At the heart of the Ultra is the Myson
SO pump, with an automatic bypass
and expansion vessel alongside.
Other features include an intermittent
pilot and vertical flue available as
Vertex, or vertical balanced flue.
System boilers as a group offer many
benefits. They can be used with
conventional heating systems; offer
simplified piping for new installations;
avoid 'wet-roof'; and help eliminate
radiator pinholing.
, The Lynx 2 from Potterton Myson,
launched in 1992, is an upgraded
combination boiler to replace the
Lynx. It is designed for ease of
installation and improved efficiency.
The Lynx 2 is a fan assisted room
sealed combination boiler designed to
operate on Natural Gas and LPG,
within a fully-pumped system. It has
central heating outputs from 30,000
E
Potterton
Myson...Covering
all applications
A comprehensive range of boilers is
available from Potterton Myson,
covering virtually every conceivable
requirement. Included are gas, oil and
system boilers.
Brief details are as follows.
Potterton Myson enters the system
boiler market with the Ultra. Five
boilers in the range cover all
applications, with outputs from 20,000
Btu/h to 80,000 Btu/h.
The Ultra has been designed from an
installers perspective. All feature an
optional factory-fitted, pre-wired
diverter valve. An optional
programmer is also available across
2-1 BSNews. November/December 1993
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including:-
Boilers, Fires and Backboilers
Suppliers of full range of
"POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
Boilers.
D RE E TL APPal TED
SOLE AGENT FOR
® ce<tlfic:ale numb.H 22,105
Heatequip Limited,
Eurohaul Centre, Greenhills Rd., Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Telephone: 519711. Fax: 519064.
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MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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I STRUME TS
A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
Fully configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.
West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.
MANOTHERM
I.IMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD. DUBUN 12.
Tel: 01·5223551522229. Telex 93388 Fax. 516919
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL
Tel: 0232-491966. Telex. 93388
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